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LIU CHANG: THE LIGHT OF SMALL THINGS 

July 14 – September 23, 2018 

Opening   Reception :  July 14, 2018, 5–8 pm 

Artist’s Talk:  July 14, 2018, 5:30 pm 

Location :  Fou Gallery, 410 Jefferson Ave, #1, Brooklyn, New York, NY 11221 

Hours :  Wednesday-Saturday 11am–6pm, or by appointment (info@fougallery.com) 

Press   Contact :  Yuan Fang (pr@fougallery.com; 1.718.404.8401) 

 

NEW YORK  - Fou Gallery is pleased to announce that the new exhibition  Liu Chang: The Light of Small 

Things  will be on view from July 14, 2018,  to September 23, 2018. The exhibition will present Liu’s latest 
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series “The Flow of Nature”, which displays archival prints, temperature-and-humidity-sensitive prints on 

paper, and  computer-generated animation  series based on the 24 Solar Terms (二十四节气). The 

exhibition also features an audiovisual installation  Cabinets: Chinese Medicine  created by Liu Chang, in 

collaboration with visual artist Miao Jing, and musician Jason Hou; as well as three artist books recently 

made by Liu Chang. 

 

The 24 Solar Terms (二十四节气), knowledge in traditional East Asian lunisolar calendars, are developed 

through observation of the sun's annual circular motion. Originated in China, solar terms respond to the 

needs of seasonal rules and weather and disaster forecast in the traditional agricultural society. Liu’s 

series “The Flow of Nature” uses computer-generated images to represent each solar term. By 

substituting the historical extremum values of weather parameters such as temperature, humidity, and 

wind speed of each solar term, the 24 solar terms are abstracted into many interconnected weaving 

patterns, akin to fragments extracted from time. Applying data-visualization method, the work thus 

encompasses phenological information, cultural elements, and real meteorological data. The artist plans 

to collect more weather data in the future, therefore we will be able to see the clues and traces of climate 

changes from the changes in the work in the following years. “The Flow of Nature” series features 

computer-generated  animations in series and 24 prints. In each animation, digitized solar terms appear in 

turns and circulate endlessly; by contrast, in the prints produced by Chengdu-based apartment silkscreen 

studio “Happy Town,” each solar term is frozen into a frame of a still image. Among them, there are four 

interactive prints titled   Lichun (the Beginning of Spring) ,  Lixia (the Beginning of Summer) ,  Liqiu (the 

Beginning of Autumn)  and  Lidong (the Beginning of Winter) . When the humidity and temperature 

changes, patterns on the four prints will change accordingly. Liu has always been interested in the 

interaction between people, machinery, and nature, and “The Flow of Nature” series further brings into her 

interest the temporal dimension. The entire group of interactive prints can only be fully appreciated upon 

the completion of a full cycle in each year. As Liu suggests: “I hope there is a kind of interaction that is 

subtle, silent, circuit-free, and even touchless. Temperature, humidity, tactile sensations are exactly the 

elements that occur naturally throughout our body and interact with us all the time.” 

 

Audiovisual installation  Cabinets: Chinese Medicine  looks like a traditional Chinese medicine cabinet. In 

the video, different drawers will open to reveal the traditional Chinese medicine contained. The work 

creates an immersive space where viewers’ eyes linger over the locker, looking for clues to decipher. Liu 

believes that Chinese medicine reflects the profound differences between the eastern and western 

culture, and is also an epitome of her living experience in both China and the United States. 
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The three artist’s books are based on her research conducted during her stay at the Catwalk Art 

Residency.  Geometry Book: I ,  II  is a reflection of the relationship between the two-dimensional and 

three-dimensional world, Liu drew on the two books based on the extraction of computer-generated 

graphics and research on impossible objects, with the homage to the artist’ book pioneers Sol Lewitt and 

Lygia Pape. The structure of the accordion book itself also brings about the possibility of reconfiguring 

geometric patterns.  River Book I&II  is a study of geographical boundaries represented as two bar-shaped 

books. Liu researches on the Yellow River in China, where her hometown is located, as well as other 

rivers where she used to live alongside, including Chongqing, Shanghai, New York. The outcome of her 

research maps out a territory of both reality and imagination.  WIP: We Are in Progress  showcases her 

thinking on the evolution of human history and civilization. Inspired by the two Ethiopian mothers 

mentioned in  A Brief History of Humankind , this book also symbolizes the mother of human beings. 

 

From phenology in nature, handmade artist books, to computer-generated patterns, Liu's works 

continuously blur the boundaries of objects. With the advent of the trend of artificial intelligence, Liu is 

inspired by traditional wisdom inherited from the era of agricultural civilization and uses modern 

technology as a tool to present her thinking process without persisting in an ultimate answer. Those 

thoughts are inappreciable as the glimmering of small things, whereas vast as the universe. Just as what 

William Blake said in the poem: “To see a world in a grain of sand, and a heaven in a wild flower. Hold 

infinity in the palm of your hand and eternity in an hour.” 

 

During the exhibition, we will also arrange special events such as chef-curated afternoon tea inspired by 

the exhibition, urban farming workshop, and plant identification trip to enhance the viewing experience.  A 

digital catalogue with an essay by Echo He will accompany the exhibition, available on Fou Gallery’s 

website. 

 

*Chinese and English Press Release: Fang Yuan; Academic Advisor: Du Lin; Digital Catalog Design: 

Zhang Xinyu; Special Thanks To: Littles Space. 

 

LIU CHANG  (b.1987, Beijing, China) Graduated from the  Interactive Telecommunications Program of 

New York University, New York (M.P.S),  Liu Chang is a visual artist based in New York and Shanghai. Liu 

is a co-founder of Hibanana Studio, an artists alliance studio, focusing on visual art, live visual 

performance, audiovisual installation, coding art and interactive installation. She is currently teaching at 

NYU Shanghai, New York University .  Liu Chang’s work has been frequently exhibited in China, the United 

States and South America. Her recent shows include  Liu Chang and Miao Jing: Inside the Time  at   Littles, 
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Chengdu (2018);  FILE Festival, Media Art  at FIESP Cultural Center, Sao Paulo (2015/2016/2017); 

Currents Festival  at Santa Fe (2017);  Double Vision – The Culture China Overseas Chinese Women’s 

Invitational Exhibition  at He Xiangning Museum, Shenzhen (2014);  The First International Contemporary 

Design Exhibition  at Power Station of Contemporary Art Museum, Shanghai (2013). In October 2016, she 

had her first solo exhibition in New York at Fou Gallery. 

 

Fou Gallery  is an apartment gallery and creative lab based in New York. Fou is dedicated to promoting 

creative talents and projects of our time. As suggested by its name, Fou is both a denial of the 

mainstream commercial gallery model and an active contributor to a new organic art community. With the 

belief that the enjoyment of art is an essential part of everyday life, Fou offers a vibrant, inspirational 

selection of original works in art and design. Website:  www.fougallery.com 

 

For more information or 中文信息, please refer to: 

http://www.fougallery.com/exhibitions/#/liuchang-lightofsmallthings/ 
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Liu Chang,  The Flow of Nature - Li Chun/Li Xia/Li Qiu/Li Dong , 2018.  Temperature and humidity sensitive print, 30 x 

30 cm, Edition of 10 + 1 AP / Archival print on Hahnemühle fine art paper, 11.81 x 11.81 inch, Edition of 10 + 1 AP 

©Liu Chang, courtesy Fou Gallery 
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Liu Chang collaborated with Jason Hou,  The Flow of Nature - Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter  , 2018.  Video Animations, 

1920*1080(W*H), Edition of  5 + 1 AP   ©Liu Chang, courtesy Fou Gallery 

 

 

Liu Chang, in collaboration with Miao Jing and Jason Hou.  Cabinets: Chinese Medicine , 2018.  Single-channel 

audiovisual installation, 1080*1920(W*H), Edition of 5 + 1 AP  ©Liu Chang, courtesy Fou Gallery 
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Liu Ch ang,  Geometry Book II , 2018. Artist’s Book , unique edition  ©Liu Chang, courtesy Fou Gallery 
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